Answer: This venerable metal-core conduit wire routing and protection system has been *superseded* by the new MIL-PRF-24758A(SH) standard. For all new applications, the U.S. Navy requires engineers to specify only MIL-PRF-24758A(SH) conduit, fittings and adapters. But for repair of existing systems, Glenair still manufactures and stocks the complete line of MIL-C-24758 conduit products. For complete order information on any of the parts listed below, please visit our website: www.glenair.com.

- M24758/1 EMI/EMP Shielding Conduit
- M24758/2 Straight Conduit Fitting
- M24758/3 45° Conduit Fitting
- M24758/4 90° Conduit Fitting
- M24758/5 Conduit-to-Panel Fitting
- M24758/6 Conduit-to-Threaded Pipe Fittings
- M24758/7 Conduit-to-Stuffing Tube Fitting
- M24758/8 Conduit-to-Conduit Fitting
- M24758/9 Adapter for MIL-DTL-5015 Series 3100 Connectors
- M24758/10 Adapter for Triaxial Connectors
- M24758/11 Adapter for Coaxial Connectors
- M24758/12 Adapter for MIL-C-26482 Series I Connectors
- M24758/13 Adapter for Connectors with MS3155 Interface
- M24758/14 Adapter for MIL-C-28840 (EC) Backshells
- M24758/15 Adapter for MIL-C-24235 Stuffing Tubes
- M24758/16 Adapter for Miscellaneous Fittings
- M24758/17 Adapter for Tapered Pipe Thread
- M24758/18 Adapter for Straight Pipe Thread
- M24758/19 Adapter for Panel Termination